
A template for The Barnraiser
This is a template for the Barnraiser, a one-page, collaboratively written daily 
"newspaper" we publish during the Public Lab Barnraising. To learn how to use 
it, read here:

https://publiclab.org/notes/warren/03-20-2018/collaboratively-document-an
-event-with-a-mini-newspaper 

Documentation can be tough at a big, busy event like our Barnraising! We see 
this activity as a lighthearted (but hard-hitting journalistic) way to summarize 
and share in a succinct, low-burden, but regular way, what's going on each day. 
These mini newspapers were inspired by ones made by Lucia Jazayeri, who does 
Creative Direction at Clover Food Lab.

To use this template, make a new page (possibly copying an existing page) and 
then follow the steps outlined in this guide.





Reporter’s worksheet
Take this sheet with you and bring it back later -- or post it  @PublicLab

The Barnraiser is a 1-page, collaboratively written mini newspaper published at the Public Lab Barnraising

PublicLab.org/barnraiser

How it works

The newspaper is 
assembled at the 
Barnraising by 
attendees; anyone is 
welcome to pitch in. 

Lettering

Write out letters at 
about this size, in 
Sharpie, to ensure it’s 
readable when we 
shrink it down:

Take notes on the back 
of this sheet or use 
pencil before inking in.

Title

I write the title last, and 
it’s a good moment to 
ask someone else for 
input.

Article ideas

● breaking news
● opinions
● analysis
● reviews
● classifieds!
● ...horoscopes?

Diagrams or 
infographics are also 
great!

Read more about 
mini-newspapers at 
PublicLab.org/barnraiser

Writing an 
article

Start with the who, what 
when, where, and catch 
the reader’s interest -- 
set the scene!

Wherever possible, use 
quotes rather than 
paraphrasing: 

“It’s important to 
amplify peoples’ 
voices in telling their 
own stories,” said 
Katie G, Barnraising 
attendee.

Add some commentary 
-- talk about why 
you care!

Photos

We also need great 
photos! Post to 
Instagram or Twitter 
with @PublicLab or 
#barnraising2018, or 
come by the layout area.







stevie





@liz, @marlokeno, @kgradow1, @sarasage, @warren, et al



ORGANIZERS CONVERGE ON COCODRIE

On a visit to local 
sculpture garden:

“Pour your art out”
“Exiled souls all around 
the world!”

@marlokeno, @kgradow1, @sarasage, @warren, et al


